ABOUT US

With an approach that results in better ROI for the client, Prismetrix is committed to your business goals by providing expert services from skilled professionals. We assist companies facing severe time and cost deadlines to complete their projects without compromising the quality of our work. Since our establishment in 2008, we strive to provide customer-centric apps with superior quality. We are known to provide efficient project management and solid expertise in projects involving different levels of complexities. Moreover, our off-shore development center in India has well-furnished infrastructure with cutting-edge technology for software development and client communication. Along with this, we provide innovative technology solutions and protect client’s privacy.

VISION

Our vision is to provide innovative technology solutions so that clients are served in a better manner. With our work, we want to be a benchmark organization for other app development companies.

CORE VALUES:

Client Satisfaction

Quality service with speed

Innovations

Prismetrix  www.prismetrix.com
Our Approach

We at Prismatic believe in providing superior quality apps which are widely used for Android and iOS systems. Our dedicated and client-centric approach has been the backbone of all our quality endeavors. Moreover, our approach is seamless hence, providing larger horizons for client satisfactions and superior execution.
Our Services and Expertise

1. Mobile Application Development:

At Prismetric we focus on designing apps that would serve a gamut of clients across different business and demographic locations. Our motto is to prepare quality mobile applications with decorous UI, excellent features and user friendliness. Moreover, our customized apps are designed to meet the highest business requirements and helps in generating higher revenues for the clients. In addition to this, we provide amazing applications that gain top rankings and are instant hits.

Our expertise:
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2. Mobile Game Development:

We all know that mobile gaming is an integral part of our life. With mobile users spending a considerable amount of their time on games, it becomes an inevitable part of app development industry. We at Prismetric concentrate in providing a perfect blend of art and technology to build interactive and awesome games for iPhone and Android. Moreover, our professionalism at game development helps our client to generate more revenues at very affordable prices.

Our Expertise:
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3. Cross Platform App Development:

With the cost of building and maintaining native apps are on the rise, more and more company are considering Cross platform app development, as these apps can be used for multiple mobile platforms. We use versatile and resilient strategies to meet client needs and also suit their budget. Our cross app development team makes sure to make highly durable apps that are compatible with all major mobile OS including iOS and Android.

Our expertise:

4. Wearable App Development:

The inception of smart phone has led to an exponential rise of wearable apps. Considering its popularity, Wearable apps will be the “Next Big Thing” with vast development in the future. At Prismatic, we focus to build highly interactive apps with congenital design and enigmatic user interface. Our expertise engulfs everything right from customer-centric wearable solutions to advanced enterprise grade solutions. Moreover, we lay special emphasis on technology that integrates easily with devices.

Our Expertise:
5. Open Source Development:

With effective aids to provide bug solution and resilient security features, OSD helps in the design of complex project with utmost finesse. Our experienced open source team has served national and global organizations ranging from startups to established organizations. We believe in delivering a risk free model that would help our clients with higher ROI’s. With punctuality being our greatest virtue, we deliver even complicated projects on time in an affordable price.

Our expertise:
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6. Mobile Application Marketing:

It’s a smart thing for a person to outsource his app to professional app Development Company in order to ensure rapid marketing. Mobile app marketing will boost your app’s visibility and will ensure more users help in generating higher revenues. We provide end to end app marketing solutions that generates more downloads which helps in bringing better reviews. Moreover, we are a “One stop” solution right from app launching, ASO and many more.

Our Expertise:
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7. Microsoft development:

Microsoft technology is the premier choice for software or application development businesses. By being flexible and reliable Microsoft has transformed the process by which business and technology are interacted. At Prismetrix, we have a team of experienced professionals who deeply analyze the requirements and provide elegant and smoother user interfaces. Moreover, we have worked across various levels of businesses ranging from small and medium businesses to regional enterprises and large cooperates.

Our expertise:
Various Industry Experience

Ever since our inception, we are dedicated to expand our horizons to different industries. With the use of mobile apps on the rise, it is evident that more and more organizations of different capacities would acquire them.

We have clients in 20 different countries spread over 5 different continents across industries like: Travel, Medical, Education, Foods and Beverages, Services, Social Media, Fitness, Communication, News, Entertainment, etc.
With holding expertise in all the major mobile operating systems, our work horizon expands in different industries such as travel, education, social media, etc.

Check out the list of the work done by our team with skill and expertise

**Swappnow**

If you want to store infinite number of digital cards i.e. your name card or your contacts, store files and images, etc. Swappnow meets these requirements efficiently. It provides complete security to your data from unknown contacts.

Moreover, you can save your data and retrieve it when needed. It also helps you to keep a track of your task and history of transactions.

**Pairchute**

It’s an on demand neighborhood communication hub. Pairchute enables you to search locations or spots from any location you want. You can get live status of the lines and wait time at a restaurant, parking lots or availability of spaces at a popular outdoor spots, etc.

It provides access code for invitations when logged in to the app and enables to see things that matter to you.
One Minute Closer

It’s a lifestyle network that helps people to connect with their friends, family and relatives efficiently and effectively. One minute closer provides its users various functions and features that help them to store their beloved moments.

It provides roster management and group chat facility in order to reach to your loved ones and manage your schedule while working away from home.

Moffee

This startup focuses on serving good quality coffee to business professionals, athletes, students, etc. The customers can select and opt for variety of gourmet coffee beverages and handmade protein shakes from the menu.

They make sure to provide quality with good taste to the coffee of the customer’s choice.
PhoBack helps you to relive your memories. You can share your nostalgic photos with your family and friends so that you can reminisce your best times.

It provides authentic and interactive pic collages so as to amalgamate your photos in order and in a glorious way. So click your pic add the location, tag your friends and share the thoughts on the picture.

Yeeb helps buyers and customers to meet at one place with its user friendly design, fluid methods and authentic features. Its designs and features carefully suit the need of consumers in the GCC region.

It’s robust, fast and easy to use which makes buying and selling more coherent and reduces the confusions between the buyer and seller.
It is a social networking platform exclusively dedicated to Greek Life students. GoGreek allows its members in the university to chat, organize and connect with each other.

Moreover, the users can post important announcements and share their locations with any member of GoGreek. It includes executive features such as posting campus-wide announcements and integrated ticket selling for any event.

This startup focuses on serving good quality coffee to business professionals, athletes, students, etc. The customers can select and opt for variety of gourmet coffee beverages and handmade protein shakes from the menu.

They make sure to provide quality with good taste to the coffee of the customer’s choice.
Impossible Roads

Take your passion for car driving to a new level. Impossible Roads gives a whole new dimension to endless arcade car racing. With attractive visuals and rotational roads, the user gets to experience comprehensive and amazing driving features. The gameplay involves collecting more coins to purchase new vehicles.

For car fanatics this game offers some the best cars ranging from Military SUV to Lamborghini and many more. Therefore, play it and enjoy the amazing world of endless car driving.

Sticky Jump : Double Trouble

Sticky Jumps: Double Trouble is an endless jumping game and allows the user to explore different landscapes types such as Iceland, Greenland or dessert. The tap game has an increased level of difficulty with the double characters and in addition to that one needs to keep jumping faster with both the characters to avoid all obstacles falling on the way. This will help win exciting rewards and gifts in the form of various characters.
Working Model

Project Engagement model:

Our flexible engagement models fit in diverse customer needs and help in optimizing costs. We implement proven and tested methodology that suits the project in the most efficient manner. Moreover, we constantly evolve our methods according to client requirements and needs.
Project Life Cycle:

In project life cycle, we lay special focus on reducing its time without compromising on the quality and features. Moreover, defining project needs and bifurcating them into smaller time frames has been our core virtue in order to achieve perfection and credibility at work.
This startup focuses on serving good quality coffee
A social networking platform exclusively dedicated to Greek Life students
Helps buyers and customers to meet at one place
A travel app that helps wanderers on the go to make your journey memorable
Sticky Jump: Double Trouble

An endless jumping game while exploring different landscapes
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Impossible Roads

Gives a whole new dimension to endless arcade car racing to a new level
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